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We present the results of the Raman study of lattice dynamics and development of mesoscopic range order
in a relaxor ferroelectric Pb�Zn1/3Nb2/3�O3 crystal containing 4.5% of PbTiO3 as it is cooling down from
1000 to 100 K. As in the other relaxors, the relaxor state develops in four stages separated by three tempera-

tures: Burns temperature T̃B�800 K, intermediate temperature Td�550 K, and freezing temperature Tf

�370 K. However, the mixed crystal shows significant differences compared to the nominally pure one. First,

there is a dramatic decrease of the scattered intensity above T̃B; second, a significant asymmetry of the
polarizability tensor occurs near the Td reflected by polarization properties of the central peak; third, a soften-
ing of line B ��780 cm−1� is found in the neigborhood of Td; fourth, essentially different in each case is the
splitting of the broad band E ��560 cm−1�, and its value can serve as an indicator of the order parameter in the
system.
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Although intensive exploration of the lead relaxors
brought significant achievements,1,2 the lack of comprehen-
sive studies of their Raman scattering is especially apparent.
To fill this gap, we developed3,4 an approach to Raman
analysis that allowed presenting a detailed picture of the
thermal evolution of the internal dynamics and structural
transformations in classical lead relaxors5 Pb�Mg1/3Nb2/3�O3

�PMN�3 and Pb�Zn1/3Nb2/3�O3 �PZN�,6 while there are cool-
ing down from 1000 to 100 K. In this paper, we concentrate
on the Raman spectra of a PZN crystal, whose properties are
modified by admixture of 4.5% PbTiO3 �PT� in comparison
to the nominally pure material. Understanding the influence
of small additions of PT on the properties of lead relaxors is
of particular importance, since these compositions are the
most promising candidates for commercial usage.

The properties of lead relaxors are determined by their
perovskite structure with ion off-centering and compositional
inhomogeneities. At high temperature, the ions can move
almost freely amongst equivalent off-center positions in the

cell, so the crystal has an average Pm3̄m structure, in which

1:1 compositional clusters of Fm3̄m symmetry are present.7

With cooling down, the correlations between the neighboring
cells increase. This increase can be considered as a process
characterized by three temperatures:6 the Burns temperature,
when the lifetime of polar fluctuations becomes big with
respect to the inverse optical phonon frequency; an interme-
diate temperature Td, when permanent polar nanoregions
�PNR’s� appear; and a freezing temperature Tf, when the

off-centered ions are locked in one position. Below Tf, the
average correlation length constitutes �6–7 nm in PMN8

and �15–20 nm in PZN.9 Consequently, PMN preserves an

average Pm3̄m symmetry down to the lowest temperatures,
while PZN at temperature Tf undergoes transition to a mi-
crodomain R3m state.10,11

PT is a classical soft-mode ferroelectric. When admixed
to the relaxor, it suppresses the relaxor properties and, if PT
concentration is sufficiently high, causes the ferroelectric
phase transition�s�. On the phase diagram, the mixed PZN-
4.5%PT composition is located halfway to the morphotropic
phase boundary.12 Consequently, its relaxor properties are
influenced by the ferroelectric ones, but without spontaneous
appearance of the long-range order.13 Application of electric
field can induce a sequence of ferroelectric phase
transitions.14,15

We investigated polarized �x�zz�y� �VV� and depolarized
�x�zx�y� �VH� Raman scattering of �100� cut single crystals.
The PZN-4.5%PT crystal was grown by the top-cooling so-
lution technique, using PbO flux.16 The reference PZN crys-
tal was grown by a spontaneous nucleation from a high-
temperature solution using an optimized flux composition of
Pb and B2O3.17 Both crystals exhibited high optical quality.
To ensure comparability of the results, all measurements
were done in the same experimental conditions as described
in Ref. 3.

The measured spectra were qualitatively consistent with
the previously reported.18–20 A typical PZN-4.5%PT spec-
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trum �Fig. 1� consists of two strong lines centered approxi-
mately at 45 cm−1 �A� and 780 cm−1 �B�, several weak and
broad bands �C, D, and E�, and of a central peak �CP�. At
first sight, these spectra as well as their thermal behavior are
similar to those of nominally pure PZN.6 This suggests that
the scattering in PZN-4.5%PT has first order character and
originates from the regions of lower cubic symmetry,21

Fm3̄m and PNR’s.22 It also implies that the lattice structure
of PZN-4.5%PT has the same temperature trends of devel-
opment as in the other relaxors. However, a careful look
reveals dramatic changes caused by the influence of PT.

Insets to Fig. 1 show the temperature evolution of the
integral intensities of the phonon contribution to VV �a� and
VH �b� scattering spectra for both PNZ-4.5%PT and PZN
crystals. One can see that at high temperature the PZN-
4.5%PT scattering intensity is very low in both VV and VH
geometries �solid circles�. It is also much lower than in PZN

crystal �open circles�. Lowering the temperature, at T̃B
�800 K, it sharply increases reaching the values comparable
to those in PZN. The high-temperature drop of Raman inten-
sity and the PT-induced decrease of the temperature when it
occurs are often associated with high-temperature disappear-

ance of the Fm3̄m clusters due to the thermal motion of
ions22 and facillitation of his process by adding PT.19 In our
opinion, the temperatures involved in this work are not suf-
ficiently high for this explanation. At 1000 K some intersite
diffusion of Mg and Nb ions is possible, but the time scale of
this motion23 is much slower than the time scale of our ex-
periment. Alternatively, this effect can be explained by the
changes in electronic and optical properties of the crystal.

With further cooling, the integral intensity in both geom-

etries monotonically increases until it reaches maximum at
Td�550 K. Transition to microdomain state at Tf �370 K is
marked by loss of polarization information �VV and VH
spectra become almost equal� and a decrease of the scattered
intensity. These effects are caused by the multiple scattering
on the walls of PNR’s, when their size is comparable to the
wavelength of light.10 A smoothness of the transition at Tf in
PZN-4.5%PT, comparatively to PZN, is not surprising, con-
sidering that the x-ray data14 suggest a sequence of local
phase transformations around this temperature.

The spectra were decomposed into a number of peaks
using procedure described in Ref. 3. To ensure detection of
the finest details, VV and VH components for both PZN-
4.5%PT and PZN were fitted separately. The central peak
�CP� was approximated by Lorentzian, the phonon peaks
were described as damped harmonic oscillators multiplied by
the Bose factor. The quality of the fit is shown in Fig. 1. For
PZN, the current results were consistent with the earlier
ones,6 confirming the characteristic temperatures of its ther-
mal evolution, TB

PZN�650 K, Td
PZN�450 K, and Tf

PZN

�340 K. For PZN-4.5%PT, the fitting helped us to deter-

mine these temperatures: T̃B�800 K, Td�550 K, and Tf
�370 K, and revealed a number of differences from PZN.

In Raman spectrum, a CP can be caused either by relax-
ational dynamics,24,25 or by zone-center softening of the
transverse-optical �TO� phonon,26 or by interaction of these
two processes.27 The common for relaxors overdamping of
the zone center TO phonon28 suggests relaxational origin of
the CP. When relaxations are fast,29 the CP is nonintense and
broad. Their slowing down causes growth and narrowing of
the peak. A similarity in the temperature behavior of the CP
in PZN-4.5%PT and PZN crystals �Fig. 2� with those of
PMN3 and KTN4 suggests applicability of the model,3,4,30

explaining CP by the relaxational motion of the PNR’s and
its progressive restriction with decreasing temperature: from
possibility of almost free reorientational motion at high tem-
perature, down to confinement in a single direction at low
temperature. However, such a parallel should be drawn with
caution. In KTN the main ferroelectric ion is �111�-shifted

FIG. 1. Examples of PZN-4.5%PT Raman spectra at 400 K in
VV and VH geometries. Solid lines demonstrate quality of the fit.
Insets show temperature dependences of integral phonon scattering
spectra for PZN-4.5%PT and PZN crystals.

FIG. 2. Fitted parameters of the CP in PZN-4.5%PT �left� and
PZN �right� crystals. Intensities are presented in �a� and �c�, half
widths at half maxima are shown in �b� and �d�.
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Nb,31 and in the lead relaxors the highest shift is of spheri-
cally distributed Pb ions.32,33 With cooling down, in all these
materials the growing correlations cause development of the
lower symmetry polar clusters.7–9,33

Figure 2�a� shows that with cooling the crystal, below

T̃B�800 K, the intensity of the PZN-4.5%PT CP increases,
pointing out the appearance of restrictions on relaxational
motion of ions and nucleation of slowly �with respect to the
optical phonon frequency6� relaxing fluctuations. In PZN
�Fig. 2�c�� and PMN,3 the beginning of such an increase
marks the Burns temperature, accompanied by the deviation
of the refraction index,34 the TO phonon overdamping,28 and
a soft mode.35 The presence of the TO phonon overdamping
in the low PT concentration PZN-PT36 supports the possible
existence of the Burns temperature in it. However, the onset
of the high-temperature decrease of the scattered intensity
disrupts the exact determination of its value from the Raman

data. Therefore, we use the tilde over T̃B. Below Td
�550 K the width of the CP �Fig. 2�b�� decreases, pointing
out further slowing down of the relaxations; simultaneous
appearance of the diffuse neutron scattering37 allows us to
associate Td with nucleation of the “permanent” PNR’s. Un-
like PZN �Fig. 2�d��, in PZN-4.5%PT �Fig. 2�b��, the width
of the CP exhibits broadening in both VV and VH geom-
etries, implying an anisotropy of the polarizability tensor21

�e.g., presence of the time-averaged monoclinic
distortions33�. Below Tf �370 the CP is narrow and its inten-
sity decreases, pointing out the formation of the network of
“static” rhombohedral clusters.12

The most sensitive to the 4.5%PT addition are the high-
energy peaks B and E. The peak B of A1g symmetry origi-
nates from the breathing vibrations of oxygen octahedra.38 It
is known to be responsive to the subtle changes in the lattice
strucure.22 Figure 3 shows that adding PT causes its soften-
ing around Td�550 K.

The band E of Eg symmetry is related to TO4 vibration.39

In PMN,3 at high temperature this band was broad and weak;
with cooling it became a doublet, and its intensity was grow-
ing. The temperature dependence of the distance between
components was following a characteristic order parameter
behavior, suggesting the existence of a latent phase transfor-
mation. A similar behavior was also observed in some lead
zirconate ceramics.40

Unlike the case of PMN, in PZN band E �Fig. 4�a�� con-

sists of two components, E1 and E3, even at as high tempera-
ture as 850 K. Below Tf

PZN, a component E2 appears. The
temperature dependences of the parameters of these three
components �Figs. 4�b�–4�d�� are very sensitive to the pro-
cesses in the crystal. Below Tf

PZN�340 K, the distances
E3–E1 and E3–E2 both follow a �Tf

PZN–T�−1/2 law, suggest-
ing that in our crystals, such as in the case of CaAlNbO3,41

line E follows the development of the order parameter. In
PZN-4.5%PT �Fig. 5� at high temperature, line E is pre-
sented by a single component E2. At Tf �370 K, a compo-
nent E1 appears. The distance between E1 and E2 remains
almost constant down to the lowest measured temperature.
Unlike PZN, in PZN-4.5%PT there is no third component of
line E �Figs. 5�b� and 5�c��. The origin of the splitting is still
not quite understood. The high-frequency component might
be originating from asymmetric breathing of the oxygen oc-

FIG. 3. Position of the line B in PZN-4.5%PT and PZN.

FIG. 4. Peak E in PZN. �a� examples at several temperatures,
solid lines show quality of the fit; positions �b� and integral inten-
sities �c� of the peak components. Distances between them �d� dem-
onstrate that splitting follows the critical dependence law, solid
lines represent �Tf

PZN−T�1/2 fit.

FIG. 5. Peak E in PZN-4.5%PT: �a� examples at several tem-
peratures, solid lines show quality of the fit; positions �b� and inte-
gral intensities �c� of the peak components.
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tahedra, and the other two from oscillations of oxygen ions
in directions perpendicular to the Mg-O-Nb line.41,42

In summary, as in the other relaxors, in PZN-4.5%PT the
development of the low-temperature state is a process
marked by three characteristic temperatures related to the
slowing of the polar fluctuations, appearance of PNR’s, and
freezing of their motion. Also, Raman spectra are sensitive to
individual properties of the crystal. The high-temperature

�above T̃B�800 K� intensity decrease reflects changes in the
optical properties of the sample. Evolution of the central

peak points out an asymmetry of the polarizability tensor
at temperatures around Td�550 K. The phonon peak B
��780 cm−1� shows softening towards this temperature. The
thermal evolution of the broad band E ��560 cm−1� in dif-
ferent relaxors goes differently. The appearance of the low-
temperature order at Tf �370 K is reflected in the splitting of
this line.

Many thanks to S. Prosandeev, G. Yong, V. Dierolf, A.
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